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Racing Against Time 
By Suzan Marie Chin 

A manufacturing plant teams with a structural rehabilitation contractor to inspect, prepare and 
rehabilitate key cooling structures with many condition unknowns during a short holiday shutdown. 

Could spray-applied polyurethane technology be the answer to cooling tower infrastructure issues? That was 

the hope of the Fire Protection Engineer of the said plant.   

After observing ongoing leaking from the plant’s two cooling water holding tanks, the Fire Protection 

Engineer and other members of the Engineering team began investigating methods of rehabilitation for the 

concrete structures, which were vital to the plant’s manufacturing efficiency.  

The plant was built in the early 1970s, the 153-foot–long larger tank and its adjacent 34-foot-long companion 

tank are used to hold water in reserve for the plant’s chillers and are located beneath the power house. Over the 

years, process water and trace chemical residues had begun to break down the concrete in the structures. Because 

the tanks could not be taken out of service, there was not an opportunity to determine the extent of damage until a 

scheduled shutdown. The plant needed about 24 hours to drain and 36 hours to refill the tank plus the needed 

rehabilitation and lining days. That gave the plant only one option for scheduling: the Christmas holiday 

shutdown. The short time window and costs would also limit the choice of rehabilitation methods.  

“We considered several types of coatings, such as epoxy and polyurea, but cure time was a key deciding 

factor,” the Engineer recalls. “One member of our team was familiar with “Spraywall” spray-applied polyurethane 

from Sprayroq, Inc. Because of its extraordinarily quick curing time and its physical properties, he recommended 

that the project managers consider it for this shutdown job as an upgrade from the products that were originally 

specified in the bid package.”  

After meeting with Osborn Contract Services, Inc., the local certified applicator for “Spraywall”, the 

manufacturer determined that the Sprayroq product would be the best fit in view of the short time frame and the 

many unknowns the rehabilitation contractor would likely face. 

 

Period of Discovery 

After the tanks were drained, Osborn Contract Services began inspection and preparation. Access to the tanks 

was challenging, as each had two 20” manway openings on the powerhouse floor. 

 

Crews followed strict safety protocols wearing proper PPE and followed confined-space safety practices 

throughout the project. They used specially designed quick erect scaffolding that would allow posts and 
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horizontals to be deployed through the small openings.  Personnel entered and exited using a narrow extension 

ladder.  

The first unexpected issue Osborn encountered was that instead of the small amount of sand typically found at 

the bottom of holding tanks, the crew faced an 8-inch-thick layer of very fine black sediment that created a silt-

like sludge. Normal vacuuming procedures would not remove this material.  

The manufacturer made special arrangements for the Osborn crew to use the plant’s fire hose for a designated 

period to dilute the sediment so that it could be vacuumed out.  

After vacuuming, the crew used ultra high pressure washing to remove the remaining coating and deteriorated 

concrete.  This presented a clear picture of the structures’ true condition.   

 

Be Prepared 

The cause of the leaks from the tanks was not previously known. The plant team knew there was a failure in 

the liner, as chunks of liner had been drawn into the plant’s pumps. It was known there was a hole in a common 

wall between the tanks, as it had been causing difficulties in normal plant operations.  

“Two sides of the larger tank were against earth, and the other two sides were exposed to the basement of the 

building,” explains Jim Osborn, President of Osborn Contract Services. “The plant was loosing water and leaks 

had been coming into the basement through the wall for quite some time. They had tried various surface repairs 

and negative side topical water barriers with limited success.” Knowing this, the manufacturer and the Osborn 

team had concerns that structural damage might exist, but only visual inspection upon emptying the banks would 

determine its existence and extent.  

Realizing the potential for extensive concrete restoration, Osborn took a proactive approach. Knowing that 

access to repair materials would be limited during the holidays, he arranged with Ed Paradis, Regional Manager 

of DeNeef Construction Chemicals, to have enough DeNeef Flex LV product on hand to curtain wall grout  the 

entire earth sidewall if it was found to be compromised and groundwater was infiltrating. DeNeef supplied the 

material with the understanding that any amount unused would be returned without penalty.  

“When it’s Christmas Eve, you know you can’t go to a local store and buy several palettes of this material,” 

says Osborn. “Having extra material on hand for whatever might happen was critical to keeping us on schedule. 

Our vendors, Sprayroq and DeNeef, were very supportive and understand the critical need for performance during 

a plant shutdown.  

 

 

 

More Surprises 
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After the cleaning, detailed inspection revealed that the earth sidewall was intact and curtain wall grouting 

would not be needed but that Flex LV would be required for 80 linear feet of vertical cracks and 211 linear feet of 

floor to wall cold pour joints. 

Another challenge came from a 42” pipe dripping 10-15 gallons of water per hour into the tank and this 

doubled when rain started.  For a successful installation, a dry substrate is necessary.  This forced Osborn 

Contract Services to be creative in solving the water intrusion problem. 

 

 “The plant was extremely cooperative and helped us throughout the project.” says Osborn. “We worked 

together to overcome the obstacles and everyone did their best to anticipate what conditions might present a 

challenge.” In this instance, the manufacturer allowed the Osborn crews to walk the length of the 150-foot infeed 

line, create a temporary dam, and install a sump pump. At the tank end of the line, crews placed mortar bags and 

installed a catch basin with another sump so that water not stopped at the upper end would be caught before it 

could enter the tanks.  The inflow of water was solved. 

The crews hand troweled all the walls to fill bugholes, and smoothed irregular surfaces, and canted all 90 

degree transitions to create 45 degree angles. They also repaired some excessive honeycombing they found at the 

bottoms of the walls.  

The entire process of ultra high pressure washing, emptying the tanks of debris and setting up high velocity 

fans to dry out the concrete took 3-1/2 days.  The crews took a break the afternoon of December 24th and 

Christmas Day while fans kept operating.  They returned on December 26th to start crack injection, honeycomb 

filling and troweling all walls and completed it in 4 days.   

 

Smooth Spraying 

With thorough preparation work complete, the crews completed application with an additional 50 mils of the 

Spraywall polyurethane in 2 days and on line. They applied the material as specified at 100 mils on all walls and 

floor and with an additional 50 mils at crack and joint injection locations. They completed the spray process in 

one continuous application with skillful spray layering. The material’s fast-curing properties allowed the crews to 

apply the material to the desired thickness in a single step without having to wait hours or days to build thickness. 

 

 “Spraywall was an ideal choice for this project because the applicator isn’t limited in the millage that can be 

applied in a day,” says Osborn. “With other products we install, we may have to wait for materials to cure 

overnight and come back to recoat. There were some areas of the tanks we had concerns about the integrity of the 

concrete and applied up to 250 mils.” 

Within one hour after the Osborn crews completed the application and exited the tanks on New Year’s Eve, the 

plant began refilling the large tower with city water. 
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An Important Footnote 

One last surprise awaited Cooper and Osborn: After the smaller tank’s rehabilitation, there was an accidental 

release of heated plant water into the tank instead of cold city water. As a result, bubbles formed under the 

SprayWall liner on the tank floor.  

After the manufacturer drained the tank, Osborn inspected the liner and found it totally intact with no cracks or 

compromises.  He cut open several bubbles and as expected found them full of air caused by moisture vapor 

pressure coming through the slab and delaminating the liner.  The ground surrounding the tank had been 

extremely cold due to recent cold weather, and when the heated water was introduced, the air from beneath the 

slab and the porous concrete slab travelled upward seeking the heat, delaminating the liner. However, the liner’s 

integrity had not been compromised. 

Osborn offered to repair the bubbled areas that had been cut open or to remove and reinstall the liner along 

with a moisture-mitigation material. The plant felt comfortable with the spot repair.  Osborn Contract Services 

made spot repairs to the bubbles that had been cut open and the Engineering team was pleased with the results. 

 

Looking Forward 

Along with all the challenges, the manufacturer considered the project a complete success, it was delivered on 

time and on budget. Based on his positive experience with the Sprayroq technology, Cooper is investigating ways 

to use it on other time-sensitive repairs. “I would certainly recommend Spraywall to anyone facing a similar 

situation where time is critical – because time is money. I see it as having many more applications. Its possible 

uses are only limited by one’s imagination.”  

 
 

 
 


